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II B. Tech I Semester Supplementary Examinations May – 2013 

 ELECTRO MAGNETIC FIELDS 
(Electrical and Electronics Engineering) 

Time: 3 hours                                                                  Max. Marks: 75 
 

Answer any FIVE Questions 

All Questions carry Equal Marks 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  

 

1. a) Show that in an electrostatic field the electric field intensity E and electrostatic potential V 

 are related as E= - �V. 

b) A potential distribution is given by V=5y
2
+ 10x. Determine the electric field intensity E and 

 the electric flux density at (10, 2, 0). 

 

2. a) Derive the boundary conditions between two conductors. 

b) If a potential V = x
2
yz+Ay

3
z, 

 i) Find A so that Laplace’s equation is satisfied.  

 ii) With the value of A, determine electric field at (2, 1, -1). 

 

3. a) What is meant by conduction and convection current densities? Explain. 

b) Obtain the expression for the capacitance of a parallel plate condenser. 

 

4. a) State and explain Biot-Savart’s law? 

b) Find an expression for the magnetic field intensity due to a long current carrying conductor 

 by applying Biot-Savart’s law. 

 

5. a) Using Ampere’s circuital law, find Magnetic Field Intensity due to an infinite sheet of 

 current. 

b) What is the Current density (�J) which produces a magnetic field of H=28 sin x ay. 

 

6. a) Derive Lorentz force equation. 

b) In a magnetic flux density of B= (ax+3ay)wb/m
2
, a current element 10azmA is placed. Find 

 the force on the current element. 

 

7. a) Derive the expression for energy stored and density in a magnetic field. 

b) An air core solenoid with 2500 evenly spaced turns has a length of 1.5m and radius 0.02m. 

 Find its inductance. 

 

8. a) State and Prove Poynting vector theorem. 

b) Write Maxwell’s equations in Integral and differential forms. 
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1. a) Define electric field Intensity. Obtain an expression for total electric field Intensity at a 

 point due to infinite number of point charges. 

b) A point charge of 6µc is located at the origin, a uniform line charge density of 180 nc/m lies 

 along the x-axis, and a uniform sheet of charge equal to 25nc/m
2 

lies in the z=0 plane. Find 

 D at point A (0, 0, 4). 

 

2. a) Derive the expression for Torque on an electric dipole in an electric field. 

b) Determine whether the following potential fields satisfy Laplace’s equation. 

 i) V = x
2
-y

2
+z

2
  ii) V = r cos �+4z. 

 

3. a) Derive the boundary conditions between two dielectrics. 

b) Derive the ohm’s law in point form. 

 

4. a) Determine the magnetic field Intensity, H at the center of a square current element. The 

 length of each side is 2m and the current is 1 Amp. 

b) State and explain Biot – Savart’s law. 

 

5. a) Using Ampere’s circuital law, find Magnetic Field Intensity due to a long current Carrying 

 filament. 

b) An infinitely long current element on x-axis carries a current of 1.0m A in ax direction 

 Determine H at the point P(5,2,1). 

 

6. a) Derive the expression for torque experienced by a current loop placed in a uniform magnetic 

 field. 

b) Two long parallel conductors carrying current 100A. If the conductors are separated by 

 200mm, find the force per meter of each conductor if the current flow direction is in 

 opposite direction. 

 

7. a) A solenoid has 400 turns with a length of 2m.  It has a circular cross-section of 0.1m
2
. Find 

 its inductance. 

b) Define and explain Self and Mutual Inductance. 

 

8. a) Write the Maxwell’s equations in point and integral form.  

b) State and explain the Faraday’s laws of electromagnetic induction. 
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1. a) Derive the relation between electric field and potential in differential form. 

b) Find the potential and the volume charge density at P (0.5, 1.5, 1) in free space, given the 

 potential field V = 2x
2
-y

2
-z

2
 Volts. 

 

2. a) Define electric dipole and dipole moment. Derive the expression for electric potential due to 

 a dipole. 

b) If a potential V = x
2
yz +Ay

3
z  

 i) Find A so that Laplace’s equation is satisfied.  

 ii) With the value of A, determine electric field at (2, 1, -1). 

 

3. Derive the expression for capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor with single dielectric. Also 

derive the expression for the capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor with composite 

dielectrics. 

 

4. a) Derive the expression for magnetic field intensity on the axis of a solenoid. 

b) Calculate the magnetizing force and flux density at a distance of 5cm from a long straight 

 circular conductor carrying a current of 250A placed in air. 

 

5. a) Show that �XH=J. 

b) Determine the Current density (�J) which produces a magnetic field of H=25 sin x ay. 

 

6. Define magnetic dipole and magnetic dipole moment and describe how a differential current 

loop behaves like a magnetic dipole? 

 

7. a) Derive the expression for energy stored and energy density in a magnetic field. 

b) An air core solenoid with 2000 evenly spaced turns has a length of 2m and radius of 0.01m. 

 Find its inductance. 

 

8. a) Write Maxwell’s equations in good conductors for time varying and static fields both in 

 differential and integral form. 

b) A capacitor has a capacitance of 2.5pF. Find the displacement current at t=0, if a voltage of 

10 sin (150t) V is applied to it. 
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1. a) State and explain Gausses law.  

b) Two point charges Q1= 2nc and Q2=4nc are located at (1, 1, 1) and (1, 0, 0) respectively. 

 Determine the potential at P(1, 1, 0) due to the point charge. 

 

2. a) Derive the Poisson’s and Laplace’s equations, starting from point from of Gauss law. 

b) Two concentric spherical shells are placed in free space in which V = 0 Volts at r =10cm and 

 V = 10 volts at r = 20cm. Find E and D at radius r = 15cm and r = 25cm. 

 

3. a) Explain the concept of polarization in dielectrics. 

b) Derive the expressions for energy stored and energy density in a electrostatic field. 

 

4. a) Using Biot-Savart’s law, find H at any point on the axis of circular current carrying coil. 

b) Calculate the magnetic flux density due to a coil of 100A and area 50cm
2
   (i) on the axis of 

 the coil at a distance of 10m from centre and    (ii) at a point 10 m in a direction at right 

 angles to the axis. 

 

5. a) Derive the expression of curl in magneto statics.  

b) An infinitely long current element on x-axis carries a current of 1.0 mA in ay direction. 

 Determine H at the point P(5, 2, 1) 

 

6. a) Derive an expression for the force between two current carrying conductors in the same 

 direction. 

b) What is the maximum torque on a square loop of 1000 turns in a field of uniform flux 

 density B Tesla? The loop has 10cm side and carries a current of 3A. Find the magnetic 

 moment of the loop. 

 

7. A toroid has air core and has a cross sectional area of 10mm
2
. It has 1000 turns and its mean 

radius is 10mm. Find its self inductance and derive formula used. 

 

8. a) State and explain Poynting Vector theorem. 

b) Write Maxwell’s equations in integral and point form. 
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